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ABSTRACT

Electronic information is gaining more importance in academic activities with the extreme change in the pattern of dissemination of knowledge. Web technology provides dynamism to the electronic documents that were not possible in essentially sequential style of presentation of printed documents. Interactive hyperlinks to related resources, links to full range of multimedia, links to traditional indexing and abstracting services, etc. are some of the novelties that are common place in a Web document and that were not possible in a traditional printed document. Web publishers or e-journal publishers claim heavy investments. Publishers create not only bit-map page image but also HTML and PDF formats to provide added advantages for their electronic journals. Electronic journals can provide linking citations and references to bibliographic databases or to full-text articles (where possible), links to graphics/photographs, video or audio clippings not included in the paper, links to corrections or to articles cited in the paper, access to more detailed data or to multimedia information provided by the author, links to external databases, links to reader comments or discussion forums related to the paper, “dual publishing” in more than one electronic journal (e.g. a chemistry article of interest to biologists could appear both in a chemistry and a biology journal), a “living article” where the user could log in at any time and see an experiment on an ongoing basis showing data collected that day, embedded software programs allowing users to mirror the authors’ work by manipulating data or running simulations based on their own input.

INTRODUCTION

Principally, online journals are known as electronic journals ‘interchangeably’ because all aspects of preparation, referring, assembly, and distribution are carried out electronically. On the other hand, online journals are electronic journals, but every electronic journal is not an online journals. Online journals are published only on the Web. There is no parallel publishing such as ‘CD ROM and Paper Print’ counterpart. In the context of maintaining the scientific communication among the faculties and researcher, online journals are playing major role through his developed topology, but the concept of online journals does not refer to a homogeneous category. Online journals are divided into in the four basic categories accord-
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ing to their distribution types: a) pure electronic journals: these journals are distributed only in digital form, and there is no print counterpart available with this type of journal; b) electronic-printed journals: distributed electronically but also distributed in printed form in limited numbers; c) printed-electronic journals: distributed in printed media but also made available electronically; d) printed + electronic journals: those journals whose printed and electronic versions started in parallel distribution criteria (Sathyanarayana, 2007).

Information, which can be accessed, processed, stored, retrieved, and transmitted through electronic gadgets is called electronic information resource. The term ‘electronic’ is referred to the media in which information is stored and retrieved. Most information is available in electronic formats such as floppy, diskettes, CD-ROMs, magnetic tapes, OPAC of a library collection, online databases, other networked information resources, and World Wide Web. Library and Information systems have developed in the last two decades. The advantage and spread of electronic Information sources and services is a result of development in Information and Communication technology. The price and variety of electronic information contents are growing and expanding, because most information have been accessing electronically. In the context of the popularity of the transition to the electronic information environment any reading of the world press, let alone of Library and information sources, makes it clear that the transition from traditional communication channels to digital channels dominates current discussion of Information.

**DEFINITIONS**

**Electronic Journal**

“Electronic Journal” as strictly a journal in which all aspects of preparation, referring, assembly, and distribution are carried out electronically. In other words, an electronic journal is one where writing, editing, referring, and distribution of items are carried out electronically without any paper intermediaries.

**Online Journal**

A journal that is published electronically (on the Web) rather than printed on the paper. Some online journals are available in either print or electronic format, others are published only on the Web.

**Virtual Journal**

In several scientific sub-disciplines now there are ‘multi-journal compilations’ of articles from several journals in the field. To the casual browser, the virtual journal may appear to be an “actual journal.” These types of journals are not considered electronic journals. Virtual journal do not have ISSN (International Standard Serial Number) and these types of (VJ) journals are more like databases or alerting services. User can sign up for ‘contents alerts’ to receive virtual journal freely. Users can have (VJ) in the form of the table of contents of upcoming virtual journal issue. (VJ) Virtual journals are semi monthly publications and contains articles that have appeared in one of the participating source journals that fall within a number of contemporary topical areas. The articles are primarily those that have been published in the previous month; however, the direction of the editors’ older articles can also appear, particularly review articles and links to other useful Web resources.

**Examples of Virtual Journals**

- Virtual journal of applications of superconductivity (www.vjsuper.org).
- Virtual journal of nano scale science and technology (www.vjnano.org).
- Virtual journal of quantum information (www.quantuminfo.org).
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